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About This Game

SlideDB Editor's Choice Best Singleplayer game of 2013

Pixel Dungeon is an exciting and extremely popular roguelike (more than 2 million mobile installs!). Explore the depths of Pixel
Dungeon, collect useful items and fight fierce monsters to find the Amulet of Yendor (surprise!) - the ultimate artefact of this

game world!

Are you prepared for this very easy to play yet difficult to master dungeon crawler?

Features:

Charming pixel-art graphics and a simple interface that gets out of your way.

25 randomly generated levels with different settings like sewers, abandoned prison, caves, etc... so you will feel that
every new game is unique!

A deceitful dungeon full of dangers! Try to avoid the hidden traps or falling on deadly chasms. Or find as many chests as
you can, full of treasures to use or sell!

A different array of monsters that will try to get a piece of you on every corner, plus some bigger bosses that will try to
get an even bigger piece ;)
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Lots of different items to find, buy, sell... including armor, weapons, potions, wands, scrolls...

Various character classes to suit your style of play, from the strong Warrior or the knowledgeable Mage to the sneaky
Rogue and the powerful Huntress. You can specialize your character even further, if you survive long enough ;)

Enchantments that you'll have to use on your weapons and armor if you want to survive the dungeon's harsh conditions

You'll use your alchemy knowledge to brew rare potions, improve the dungeon's economy by spending all your coins on
the shops and deal with obnoxious NPCs and their demanding quests

Lots of other surprises, you'll need to check the game to find out!

Pixel Dungeon is also open source ( https://github.com/watabou/pixel-dungeon ), and available for mobile devices! You can play
a previous version now ( http://watabou.itch.io/pixel-dungeon ) and get the last one for mobile at Google Play (

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.watabou.pixeldungeon ).

Everything about Pixel Dungeon:

Temple of the Roguelike forum: http://forums.roguetemple.com/index.php?topic=2826

Official facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/pixeldungeon

Developer Blog: http://pixeldungeon.tumblr.com/

Pixel Dungeon Wiki (including things like items and monsters descriptions, tactics and mechanics etc), run by a
community: http://pixeldungeon.wikia.com/

You can also follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/watawatabou & https://twitter.com/Arcnor
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Good starting foundation. Enough fun with the spells and limited exploration to warrant the 4.99 buy in and support
development price.

In my limited playtime so far, I'm a bit put off by the cartoony alien looking monsters. The rest of the game has such a good
basic feel I'm not sure why you went with that - I'd much rather see a variety of traditional advasaries.

Combat has quite a bit of room to improve, everything is one shot dead - extremely basic combat mechanics.

If you are going to include the basic hunter\/gatherer premise that would add some value, not sure what I'm supposed to be
looking for beyond spells?

Overall in July this is a game that I feel is good fun at this price. By December it will need to be expanded on greatly or like
many other of these recent early releases I fear it could be lost in the sea of developed upcoming games.. This game is worth
10x the price. Adorable quirky and an interesting control scheme.. this game makes the tower in my pants rise.. The game is
fun, but it's short. Game mechanics are straightforward and easy, the graphics are pleasing, the plot is somehow simple, but it's
ok for this game.

If you're not willing to pay full price for 2-5 hours of entertainment, then don't forget to put it on your wishlist and wait for a
sale.. Played today and found the game has been updated quite a bit. The backgrounds are beautiful. The controls are not, I
repeat not keyboard friendly. It has a learning curve so you will need a controller if you are a nubbie like me. But all in all it
played great in the arcade mode. Really impressed.. This one requires some getting used to.
But once one get the flow of the game it is engaging and rather fun.

Looking forward to the next episodes:

Well worth the time to play.
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Well, it's a game. And it's free. You can play it.. quot;幽游白书","CROWS",还有许多老游戏例如"热血物语".
游戏里面的日本的街头不良少年的打斗场景真是让人怀念.
虽然还有一些BUG和不足,但是这个游戏的确值得一玩!!!!. I almost rage quitted this game after 3 hours of gameplay... Really glad I didn't.

This game is a bit misleading at the beginning. First patrol mission is too easy, and you might think that sets the tone for the rest
of the game...How wrong I was. I didn't spend my first accumulated wealth wisely, and because of that, I suffered. After a few
days, panic alread reached DEFCON 5 levels and I had to choose between starting over or dropping this game.

Fortunately, I chose the later, and met no regrets. This game is really good if you play it smart, and once you understand its
mechanics, nothing can stop you. After reaching level 4 with two 4-man parties, I never lost again. But I need to always use
tactics to my advantage and have a well balanced party, consisting of a healer, a tank and a archer, at n least one of each.

This doesn't mean that there is only one single way to win in this game, on the contrary, it encourages you to try your own thing,
and because of that you always have a great experience.

Summing up, this is a very good game, with a tematic that feels like home, and an engaging combat system. Recommend!
. Like one review I read for this, I have to say, this game is pretty in depth. Like overwhelmingly in depth. But its nothing a bit
of personal science can't overcome eventually.

To summerize, you are the booker of a wrestling promotion. YOU make the matches, YOU make the story lines, YOU sign
talents to your company. You virtually do it all in a very hands on way.

What you do will also effect your relationship with the promotions owner, the talents backstage and how your company does
overall. There is so much in this game, that if I listed it all, this review will be TL;DR, but for an example, you can assign
gimmicks to wrestlers, make them Face or Heel ( good guy - bad guy )...or if you are feeling like a toootal **** you can just
outright bury the wrestler that has somehow irked you. There is so much to do, just give anything a try.

And if thats not enough, then....just make your own promotion, wrestlers, talents, gimmick ect ect ect through the games very
handy and easy to use editor feature. I have made a start on doing my own and it does take a bit of time, but its worth it when
you got your own pet promotion and talents going.

Do recommend, will just devour time and is very engaging.. Lacks any incentive to replay the game, there are better games..
With a cool and nostalgic feeling soundtrack, and some nice animations, this is a good beat'em up for people who love the
genre.

But it also falls repetitive, uses lot's of bad and annoying pratices of beat 'em ups and get's kind of tiring by the end.

Ony recommend it to people who absolutely love the genre, and at a sale. There's a bug with window size that you'll most likely
have to fix yourself, but fortunetly there's a fix in the discussion forum for this game.. Not dubbed so its all sub titles so there is
alot of really boring reading. Actually the entire game feels more like a graphical novel then it does a game. No real sense that
what you do even matters much as the story progresses on no matter what you do.. LowLevelFatalError
[File:D:\Build\++UE4+Release-4.12+Compile\Sync\Engine\Source\Runtime\RenderCore\Private\RenderingThread.cpp] [Line:
717]
Rendering thread exception:
LowLevelFatalError
[File:D:\Build\++UE4+Release-4.12+Compile\Sync\Engine\Source\Runtime\Windows\D3D11RHI\Private\D3D11Util.cpp]
[Line: 180]
Unreal Engine is exiting due to D3D device being lost. D3D device was not available to assertain DXGI cause.

I get this error all the time I try to run the game. All drivers updated. PC meets all requisites and requirements.. Tested this
game.
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Good Graphics and Not Turn Based.
anyone who trade with me?
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